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Concert program for the tour of Australia, with performances in Melbourne, Adelaide, Sydney,
Newcastle, Brisbane and Perth. Presented by Duet Productions and International Management
Group in association with the Really Useful Company; starring Sarah Brightman and Anthony
Warlow; directed by Richard Wherret; choreographed by Anthony Van Laast; devised by
Andrew Lloyd Webber.
Examines the career of composer Andrew Lloyd Webber and his influence in films, rock, and
pop music and surveys his life story and commercial success.
Andrew Lloyd Webber's Song & DanceSchool of RockThe Musical
“You have the luck of Croesus on stilts (as my Auntie Vi would have said) if you’ve had the
sort of career, ups and downs, warts and all that I have in that wondrous little corner of show
business called musical theatre.”
(Easy Piano Vocal Selections). A dozen easy piano arrangements from the Tony Awardnominated 2015 musical adapted from the popular 2003 silver screen production of the same
name. Our folio includes the new songs with music by Andrew Lloyd Webber and lyrics by
Glenn Slater and the title track by Mike White and Samuel Buonaugurio. Includes: Children of
Rock * Here at Horace Green * Horace Green Alma Mater * I'm Too Hot for You * If Only You
Would Listen * If Only You Would Listen (Reprise) * School of Rock * Stick It to the Man * Time
to Play * When I Climb to the Top of Mount Rock * Where Did the Rock Go? * You're in the
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Band.
"Elaine Paige is the undisputed First Lady of Musical Theatre. In this revealing, often funny and
personal book, celebrating 40 years on the stage, Elaine Paige tells the remarkable story of an
exceptional career - and recalls her performances in some of the most iconic roles in modern
musical theatre history."--BOOK JACKET.
Australian tour July-August 1996; Adelaide Entertainment Centre.

(Harp). In this book, Sylvia Woods has arranged 11 songs by Andrew Lloyd
Webber from many of his most famous pop operas. Five of the songs are from
Phantom of the Opera , as well as hits from Cats, Starlight Express, Evita, Jesus
Christ Superstar, Requiem and Tell Me on a Sunday . For intermediate to
advanced players. Many songs have sharping lever changes within the pieces.
They are in the keys of C or G, with fingerings. 36 pages, spiral-bound. Playable
on both lever and pedal harps.
Based on the smash-hit musical that has become one of the most popular
children's plays of all time, this beautiful book retells in verse and illustrations one
of the most action-packed stories of the Old Testament. The lively lyrics by
Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice and the humorous illustrations by Quentin
Blake are a delight for children of all ages. A book to be treasured!Age range: 6+
years
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Filled with passion, love, and suspense, The Phantom of the Opera is a thrilling
classic. Rumors abound that the Paris Opera House is haunted by a ghost.
Nobody has ever seen it, but it makes itself known through malevolent acts. First
published in book form in 1911, this gothic novel has been fascinating readers for
more than a century and is the inspiration for the long-running hit musical. This
elegantly designed clothbound edition features an elastic closure and a new
introduction. The Knickerbocker Classics bring together the essential works of
classic authors from around the world in stunning editions to be collected and
enjoyed.
Traces the life of the famous modern British composer, and looks at the
production of each of his musicals
This title explores the creative works of famous composer Andrew Lloyd Webber.
Musicals analyzed include Jesus Christ Superstar, Evita, Cats, and The Phantom
of the Opera. Clear, comprehensive text gives background biographical
information of Webber. ñYou Critique Itî feature invites readers to analyze other
creative works on their own. A table of contents, timeline, list of works, resources,
source notes, glossary, and an index are also included. Essential Critiques is a
series in Essential Library, an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
(Vocal Selections). Andrew Lloyd Webber's musical adaptation of the classic
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Cinderella fairy tale premiered in London's West End in 2021. This songbook
features standard piano/vocal arrangements with melody in the piano part for 18
songs from the production: Bad Cinderella * Beauty Has a Price * The Cinderella
Waltz * Cinderella's Soliloquy * Far Too Late * Final Scene * I Am No Longer Me
* I Know I Have a Heart * I Know You * Man's Man * Marry for Love * Moment of
Triumph * Only You, Lonely You * So Long * Unbreakable * Unfair * The
Vanquishing of the Three-Headed Sea Witch * The Wedding March.
(Instrumental Play-Along). 12 solos from Lloyd Webber's greatest shows
complete with full band accompaniment on CD. Titles include: As If We Never
Said Goodbye * Close Every Door * Don't Cry for Me Argentina * Everything's
Alright * Go Go Go Joseph * Gus: the Theatre Cat * Love Changes Everything *
The Music of the Night * Our Kind of Love * The Phantom of the Opera *
Unexpected Song * Whistle down the Wind.
(Easy Piano Composer Collection). 25 Lloyd Webber classics arranged for
intermediate-level player. Includes songs from his entire career, from Joseph and
the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat through School of Rock. Songs include: All I
Ask of You * Any Dream Will Do * As If We Never Said Goodbye * Close Every
Door * Don't Cry for Me Argentina * I Don't Know How to Love Him * Love
Changes Everything * Memory * The Music of the Night * The Phantom of the
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Opera * Pie Jesu * Stick It to the Man * You Must Love Me * You're in the Band *
and more.
In the third volume of his series The Great Songwriters, an eminent musicologist
focuses on the seminal contributions of two giants of the modern musical
theater--Stephen Sondheim and Andrew Lloyd-Webber--to the development of a
new form of musical, capturing such creative milestones as Company, Sweeney
Todd, Sunday in the Park, Jesus Christ Superstar, Cats, and The Phantom of the
Opera.
Middle-aged siblings Vanya and Sonia share a home in Bucks County, PA,
where they bicker and complain about the circumstances of their lives. Suddenly,
their movie-star sister, Masha, swoops in with her new boy toy, Spike. Old
resentments flare up, eventually leading to threats to sell the house. Also on the
scene are sassy maid Cassandra, who can predict the future, and a lovely young
aspiring actress named Nina, whose prettiness somewhat worries the imperious
Masha.
The Naming of Cats is a difficult matter, It isn't just one of your holiday games;
You may think at first I'm as mad as a hatter When I tell you, a cat must have
THREE DIFFERENT NAMES. The first poem in Eliot's Old Possum's Book of
Practical Cats is a brilliant introduction to the fabulous world of Cats, featuring
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names such as Bombalurina and Munkustrap - made famous by the recent film!
The seventh gorgeous Cats picture book with lively and colourful illustrations by
Arthur Robins. Perfect for reading aloud, singing or performing!
Om rock-operaen Jesus Christ Superstar på film, teater og plade
Dana Reardon was sure her life ended too the day her husband, Michael, was
killed. One year later, with the help of friend Brady Williams, she vows to accept
Michael's death, gain back her health, and find a job. Brady had been Michael's
law partner and best friend. Falling in love with Brady was not what Dana
expected. Learning that he was in love with her was even more of a shock. They
felt they were betraying Michael's memory when they made plans for their future
together. When Dana's twin sister, Della, comes into the picture Dana and Brady
have to put their feelings on hold. Brady is convinced that Della is trouble and
almost loses Dana to prove it. Dana is sure she has lost Brady, because of not
believing in him, even though she is carrying his child. She has loving memories
of her deceased husband, but now she's in love with Brady. She has learned that
you can love two men at the same time because Love Never Dies.
Henry Leck, Founder and Artistic Director of the Indianapolis Children's Choir and
Director of Choral Activities at Butler University, has influenced thousands of
young musicians and teachers through his dedication to choral excellence and
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the idea that children can perform music with artistry and understanding. This
comprehensive text, written with Dr. Flossie Jordan, is an insightful guide for
choral directors in the field and in training to help develop the teaching skills,
leadership abilities, conducting technique, knowledge of repertoire and
organizational skills necessary for success. Chapters include: 1. Going Beyond
the Craft of Music Making 2. Vocal Techniques for the Young Singer 3. Director
Preparation 4. Musical Expression through Visualization 5. Dalcroze Techniques
in the Choral Rehearsal 6. Creating Artistry Through a Kodaly Curriculum 7. The
Boy's Expanding Voice: Take the High Road 8. Leadership Style 9. Organization
1 . Epilogue As an added bonus, the book includes a CD-ROM with dozens of
helpful forms and documents from the Indianapolis Children's Choir covering
organizing a children's choir, auditions, governing documents, managing
volunteers, fundraising, grant writing and much more!
Conducted by John Hall.
7 of Lloyd Webber's best arranged so that even beginners can enjoy them, including:
All I Ask of You • Any Dream Will Do • Don't Cry for Me Argentina • I Don't Know How
to Love Him • Memory • The Phantom of the Opera • Unexpe
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It is widely believed that if you mention anything to an actor that happened more than
twenty years ago, he or she will either laugh or cry. The point being that events in the
show business tend to attain a larger than life quality, at least to the participants, either
sadder or funnier than they would be if normal people were involved.

I have earned a precarious living in various facets of the profession for nearly forty
years, while observing, with wonder, these often bizarre moments. It seemed a waste to
have them all disappear when I do. Therefore, in the interest of preserving a record of
the antics of my fellow workers, from Ethel Merman to Vincent Price, I dedicate this
book. If you enjoy reading it half as much as I enjoyed living it, I will consider the effort
eminently worth while.
(Vocal Selections). Fantastic songs from this stage favorite: Everything's Alright *
Heaven on Their Minds * Hosanna * I Don't Know How to Love Him * I Only Want to
Say (Gethsemane) * King Herod's Song * Superstar. Includes great photos!
NELSON RIDDLE was possibly the greatest; one of the most successful arrangers in
the history of American popular music. He worked with global icons such as Peggy Lee,
Judy Garland and many more. And in a time of segregation and deep racial tensions in
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the US, he collaborated with leading black artists such as Nat King Cole and Ella
Fitzgerald, forming close, personal friendships with both. He also wrote successful TV
themes and Oscar-winning film scores. A complex and often forlorn genius, he will
forever be remembered for his immortal work with FRANK SINATRA, but like fine wines
his later vintage was just as palatable, if somewhat of a surprise.
"One more dawn! One more day! One day more!" Did Les Misérables make you
miserable? Or did it inspire you? When Sarah Whitfield was a teenager, her Dad
frequently embarrassed her with his love of this musical above all others. So, after he
was diagnosed with late stage cancer, Whitfield set out to find out why this musical
meant so much to him and to its worldwide following. In this new book, she asked her
Dad and 350 other people how they felt about this musical, exploring people’s personal
connections with the show. In the middle of some of the hardest moments in family life,
Whitfield explores how the musical might help us deal with some of our most difficult
experiences and give us hope for when ‘tomorrow comes’.
Musical.

Stephen Ward charts the rise and fall from grace of the man at the centre of the
Profumo Scandal. Friend to film stars, spies, models, government ministers and
aristocrats, his rise and ultimate disgrace coincided with the increasingly
permissive lifestyle of London's elite in the early 1960s. Andrew Lloyd Webber's
musical, with book and lyrics by Christopher Hampton and Don Black, centres on
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Ward's involvement with the young and beautiful Christine Keeler, which led to
one of the biggest political scandals and most famous trials of the twentieth
century. Stephen Ward premiered at the Aldwych Theatre, London, in December
2013.
(P/V/G Composer Collection). 25 recnognizable favorites from this accomplished
contemporary composer presented in arrangements for piano, voice and guitar.
Includes: Amigos Para Siempre (Friends for Life) * As If We Never Said Goodbye
* Close Every Door * Don't Cry for Me Argentina * I Don't Know How to Love Him
* Memory * No Matter What * The Phantom of the Opera * Pie Jesu * Tell Me on
a Sunday * Whistle Down the Wind * You're in the Band * and more.
This is the story of what a Woman's patience can endure, and what a Man's
resolution can achieve.If the machinery of the Law could be depended on to
fathom every case of suspicion, and to conduct every process of inquiry, with
moderate assistance only from the lubricating influences of oil of gold, the events
which fill these pages might have claimed their share of the public attention in a
Court of Justice.But the Law is still, in certain inevitable cases, the pre-engaged
servant of the long purse; and the story is left to be told, for the first time, in this
place. As the Judge might once have heard it, so the Reader shall hear it now.
No circumstance of importance, from the beginning to the end of the disclosure,
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shall be related on hearsay evidence.
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